Solution brief

Set up IT in a snap
HPE Small Business Solutions for Small
Office Deployment with Expanded Storage
What are your top IT priorities?
• Simplicity: Give me IT solutions that
are simple to select, set up, and manage.
• Security: Help me protect sensitive
business and customer data.
• Affordability: Offer me choices at a
variety of price points, and help me get
solutions faster with flexible financing
options.

“The setup and creation of
the … Wi-Fi network was,
by far, the simplest that ZK
Research Labs has tested.
One unique feature of the
HPE setup is that the entire
process can be done via
the mobile application that
is available for Android and
iOS devices.”4
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S torage included with the HPE ProLiant
DL20 and Aruba 100 user/200
device configuration option.
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Available in select countries.
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 K Research Labs, “Product Review: HPE
Z
OfficeConnect OC20 Access Points and
1920S POE Switches,” February 2018.

Check IT off your list
When you’re setting up or refreshing a
small, remote, or branch office there’s
a lot to think about. Staffing, setting up
utilities, picking out furniture, stocking the
break room, ordering office supplies—the
list goes on and on. Until now, “selecting,
sizing, purchasing, deploying, managing,
and supporting a server, storage, and Wi-Fi
network” has been the biggest item on any
new office to-do list—increasing timelines
and taking attention away from more
important decisions. But not anymore.
You want easy? You got it.
With HPE Small Business Solutions for
Small Office Deployment, setting up IT is a
snap. An HPE ProLiant server and Aruba
Networking first, the HPE Small Office
Deployment solution is a complete, validated
solution that includes compute, storage,1
networking, and services—eliminating
the need to select, validate, configure, and
size IT infrastructure from scratch, and
also making it easy to set up and manage.

It’s also simple to acquire as an HPE
Subscription,2 with a monthly payment
option from HPE Financial Services.
These complete solution bundles bring
together the performance, management,
reliability, and security of HPE ProLiant
Gen10 servers, powered by Intel® processors,
with reliable, cost-efficient HPE StoreEasy
storage,3 HPE or Aruba wired and wireless
networking with smart management tools,
and the peace of mind of HPE Foundation
Care. HPE Small Business Solutions for Small
Office Deployment come in configurations
that support up to 50 or 200 devices,
and converge multiple functions, such as
virtualization, storage, and backup onto
a single server, for a simple, secure, and
affordable IT infrastructure.
In short, HPE Small Business Solutions
for Small Office Deployment allow you
to focus on getting the office ready on
schedule—and on budget.
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Enterprise proven—sized right for
SMBs
The HPE Small Business Solutions
portfolio is built on enterprise proven
products and solutions, right-sized to fit
the needs of SMBs. HPE Small Business
Solutions for Small Office Deployment
help you achieve these important
business outcomes:
• Improve productivity by getting the
office up and running quickly and
improving application performance.
• Enhance the customer experience with
Wi-Fi access that attracts on-site visits
and enables app-centric interactions.
Easily evolve to hybrid cloud
HPE understands that small offices
need business continuity and disaster
recovery plans. This involves backing
up data on- or off-premises with cloud
services from Microsoft® Azure® or a
managed service provider. The HPE
Small Office Deployment solution can
be easily extended to a hybrid cloud
solution. For more information visit
hpe.com/info/smb

It’s all about choice

Affordable

HPE Small Business Solutions for Small Office
Deployment come in two configurations to fit
your needs:

• HPE Small Business Solutions are bundled
at an affordable price.

• HPE ProLiant ML30 with an
HPE OfficeConnect switch and wireless
access points is the ultimate in simplicity
and speed for single sites of up to 25
users, with two devices per user.
• HPE ProLiant DL20 with Aruba switches,
wireless access points, and Aruba Central
offers greater flexibility and features for one
or more sites. Optional HPE StoreEasy 1660
storage creates a solution that supports up to
100 users, with two devices per user.

IT priorities
Simple
• Validated configurations based on
Microsoft Windows Server® mitigate
deployment risks.
• HPE SMB Setup software offers a simple,
guided installation process.
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 ased on external firm conducting cybersecurity
B
penetration testing of a range of server products
from a range of manufacturers, May 2017.

Our solution partners

• Bundled HPE iLO Advanced improves
efficiency and simplifies server
management.
• Aruba Central and HPE OfficeConnect
simplify network wireless deployment
with equipment that’s “set and forget,”
and simplify management via app or web
interface.
• HPE StoreEasy wizards simplify network
storage deployment and management.
Secure
• Protect against attacks and quickly recover
from unplanned downtime with built-in
security features that make HPE ProLiant
Gen10 the world’s most secure industry
standard servers.5

Make the right purchase
decision. Click here to
chat with our presales
specialists.

Share now

• HPE Subscription packages hardware,
software, accessories, and services into a
predictable monthly payment.
• HPE StoreEasy data deduplication enables
greater storage efficiency.

HPE Pointnext
HPE Pointnext has the expertise to help
you simplify operations and easily extend
and educate IT staff, helping them do
more with less. A variety of offerings like
Foundation Care and Education Services can
help you reduce time spent on operational
tasks while improving IT reliability—letting
you focus on your business goals.

HPE Financial Services
You need affordable access to superior
tech, but in a way that preserves cash
and helps you be more efficient. Simplify
your procurement process and only pay
as you use the technology, over time, with
HPE Financial Services solutions.

Change “to-do” to “done”
HPE Small Business Solutions for Small
Office Deployment check all the boxes.
Contact your HPE or authorized sales
representative to find out more, today.

Learn more at

hpe.com/info/smb

• Network security features include
authentication and content filtering.
• Windows Server innovations reduce
security risks and disruptions.
• New StoreEasy security and encryption
technologies provide stronger protection
against man-in-the-middle attacks.
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